FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Barry Raskin Presented with Lifetime Achievement Award at WFIC
September 25, 2017 – Barry Raskin, Managing Director, Market Data Services was awarded the FISD’s
Lifetime Achievement Award at the 2017 World Financial Information Conference (WFIC) in Barcelona.
Barry has been an active participant and Executive Board member of FISD for many years and has been
at the forefront of many initiatives that have impacted the market data community.
The honor recognizes leaders who have advanced the financial information industry over the past 25 years.
Barry joins a notable list of industry innovators as this is the third occasion that a Jordan & Jordan (J&J)
employee has been distinguished with this honor; Leo McBlain was selected in 2007 and Tom Jordan was
recognized in 2013.
During his acceptance, Barry spoke about market data: “It is the linchpin of financial markets and is critical
in support of capital creation and business growth. And as we have heard today, it continues its geometric
growth in criticality, importance and complexity with new data sources, new regulations and new political
environments sprouting up every day.”
Tom Jordan noted, “Barry started in Market Data when it was viewed more as an ad-hoc support service;
not the asset it is today. Data is now viewed by many as the life blood of the financial industry; the topic
that leads market structure discussions because of its value. Barry has been a key industry resource in
building Market Data as a disciplined practice and we are so proud for this recognition and that he heads
our Market Data team.”
With Barry leading the way, J&J will continue to provide the highest level of support to our customers as
we develop our Market Data Service offerings including Market Data Reporting (MDR), Market Data
Compliance Assessments, Expense Management, Market Data Licensing Reviews and traditional Quote
Meter/MISU Audits.
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About Jordan & Jordan
Jordan & Jordan is a financial technology company that provides regulatory, market data and trading solutions across
the securities industry. We provide business, technical and compliance solutions to meet the challenges faced by our
customers in an increasingly competitive market. We leverage our knowledge of the financial markets across three
practices: Market Data Services, Management Consulting and Regulatory Compliance, and Industry Solutions. Jordan
& Jordan facilitates solutions to shared industry issues through their management of the Financial Information Forum
(FIF), FIX Trading Community and Research Information Exchange Markup Language (RIXML). Jordan & Jordan’s
client roster includes investment banks, asset managers, hedge funds, information vendors, and global stock and
derivatives exchanges. Jordan & Jordan has offices in New York, Chicago, and London. For additional information
please visit www.jandj.com.

